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About This Content

ESEA is a third party matchmaking program that uses the industry leading anti-cheat (ESEA Client) to protect matches. ESEA
currently has PUGs, Scrims, Ladders, Events and runs one of the largest open format leagues in the world. Join us today for
access to one of the largest gaming communities in the world. A premium subscription not only unlocks the game features, it

also allows you to join our active website community and forums.
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It's an opera, basicly. Graphics 7/10, Audio 5/10. The singing portion is good but the sound mix is bad, unbalanced mix beteen
SFX and the song itself. It's a good effort though, worth watching.. The game is great. Smashing everything and the variety of
enemies is phenomenal. The game runs smoothly and it is a blast of fun to destroy everything. Very responsive and a nice
refreshing idea. I totally recommend it.. This developer is a very good instructor in most cases. He is in depth and concise most
of the time and takes time to explain a bit outside of the subject so you do have to pay attention. Well worth the money to keep
him in business. 10\/10 but there are a couple things you do need to do.
1) keep a finger on the pause key because I think he is on speed when he types and I can't see what the heck he is doing
sometimes.
2) He uses script for everything so some of the shortcuts that you could use will have to be learned by you on your own. I
personally don't mind this as this is what I need brushing up on but others might find this tedious so just pause and read up the
unity manual at those points.
Otherwise a great tutorial and well worth the bucks and time. I would recommend you just watch hime go through ALL the
videos first then go with his instructions the second time around, that way it is eeasier to learn what he is doing and you can be
faster on the pause and back up for the vids, believe me you will wear them out lol.. Hey all, just posted my first look for this
game. click  HERE to check it out. I give my thoughts on the game while giving it a go. Hope it helps you guys decide whether
to buy the game or not. :)

Unfortunately I cannot recommend this game to anyone, not yet at least. But I hope to see it improve in the near future.. I've just
started using this program and I already love it. This is very useful not only to a game developer but anyone using pbr rendering
like Iray or superfly. Get the substance Indie pack, it's well worth it.. (Most of my time with this was in the GOG.com version -
trust me, I do have a lot of hours on it, just not on Steam's version.)

The Real Texas is one of those odd games that I put off playing for ages for one reason or another, then when I finally get to it it
becomes one of my all-time favourites.

First off, I guess I should mention that it's definitely not a game for everyone. The pacing is a little slow at times, the dialogue
and story is kind of quirky and weird (but intreguing and absolutely hilarious if you share that sense of humour), the world is
weird and sometimes confusing, the art direction's papercraft style is very peculiar and unique... And if none of this is
offputting to you, it instead gives a ton of charm to a wild ride of a game that you will never forget. Definitely one of the best
unknown indie titles to grace the internet and something throughly special, you've never played another game quite like it and
probably never will.

If you're interested in quirky, weird, unique, charming, story-driven games like Earthbound or Undertale (though I'm a little
hesitant to include that one because -everyone- came around with Undertale), you'll wonder how you missed this one for all of
these years. If you prefer a straight-forward RPG or shooter or somesuch, maybe keep looking.

PS: also, the music is fantastic and a -huge- soundtrack for this kind of undertaking. Excellent stuff.
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It's okay

10\/10
-IGN

seriously though, it is actually a pretty funny game, and the voice actor for the scai- erm sorry dragon sounds really awesome, I'd
reccomend picking it up in a sale though if you really want this game, not saying it's bad just not saying it's good either, I'm kind
of neuteral but lean more towards positive, there really is just not much to say about this game, you fly around as a dragon with
a cool voice and kill human beings and pigs occupying villages.. 0.2h for beat the game

Make steam workshop + MORE LEVELS

Easy Normal Hard modes ....

Good small indie game !. Very very useful. It has capabilities that you can only find in expensive photo and graphic editors,
however, like any other software it is a tool. It is not the end all be all for graphic design or logo creation. While it does have
great editing options and an expansive gallery of basic and complex shapes and cliparts it is still just a tool. Your success with
this program will depend largely on your artistic vision, and ability to cross platform\/software edit graphics. Do not buy if you
expect it to jsut sit there and grow money. Definitely buy if you are looking for an inexpensive tool to expand your limited
budget studio.. This game is a very nice surprise.

Usually, Sega gameplay are somehow clumsy, but this one is a very good game, as it really translate very well the W40K
universe, and its superstars, the space marines.

You will play as one of them, the Captain Titus of teh Ultramarines.

The campaign is very good, with a good narrative a lot of chapters (17), most of them playing flawlessly.

The level design a quite linear, but it serves the purpose of focusing on the combat, and to this regard, it is a pure success.
Combats are swift, violent and gory, with some nice executions hand to hands, depending on the weapon you have.

The musics are also nice, as they feel epic, which only strengthen the unic atmosphere of the game.

To date, I consider this game as the best experience I had with the W40K universe (better than Dawn of war, but it's also
another type of game).

I definitely recommend it!. I dont understand why this game isn't talked about more. This game is awesome if you like Unreal
Tournament \/ Quake. Remember when you were young and played UT with InstaGib? You can do that here, but this time in
VR!
It is fast paced with alot of different game modes.
The reason i dont have more playtime is because what others have pointed out... Empty servers!
I hope it gets as much attention eventually as Onward or Pavlov does. Cuz this game deserves it!
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